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ABSTRACT
Embedded software is deployed in billions of devices worldwide,
including in safety-sensitive systems like medical devices and au-
tonomous vehicles. Defects in embedded software can have se-
vere consequences. Many embedded software products incorpo-
rate Open-Source Embedded Software (EMBOSS), so it is important
for EMBOSS engineers to use appropriate mechanisms to avoid
defects. While static analysis is a common defense against such
vulnerabilities, its current use and potential benefits in EMBOSS
remain unexplored.

To fill this knowledge gap, we conducted the first large-scale em-
pirical study of Static Application Security Testing (SAST) in EMBOSS
repositories. First, we collect a corpus of 258 of the most popu-
lar EMBOSS projects, including real-time operating systems, net-
work stacks, and applications. We then measure their use of SAST
tools via program analysis and a survey (N=25) of their developers.
Advanced SAST are rarely used — only 3% of projects go beyond
trivial compiler analyses. Developers cite reasons such as the percep-
tion of ineffectiveness and false positives for this limited adoption.
Motivated by this, we assess the actual effectiveness of SAST in this
context. We applied the state-of-the-art CodeQL SAST tool and
measured its ease of use and effectiveness. We identified that engi-
neering effort is required to configure CodeQL on EMBOSS reposi-
tories. We manually created Continuous Integration (CI) pipelines
(or workflows) to run CodeQL and analyzed the results. Across
the 258 projects, CodeQL reports 709 defects with a false positive
rate of 34%. There were 535 (75%) likely security vulnerabilities,
including in major projects maintained by organizations such as
Microsoft and Amazon. EMBOSS engineers have confirmed 376
(53%) of these defects, mainly by accepting our pull requests. Two
CVEs were issued. Based on these results, we proposed pull re-
quests to include our workflows as part of EMBOSS CI pipeline,
37 (71% of active repos) of these are already merged. We also ex-
plore the use of Large Language Models (LLMs) to automatically
create CodeQL scan workflows and report our findings. In sum-
mary, we urge EMBOSS engineers to adopt the current generation
of SAST tools, which offer low false positive rates and are effective
at finding security-relevant defects.

1 INTRODUCTION
Societies rely on embedded systems and IoT devices in our trans-
portation [13], traffic management [107], resource distribution [95,

102], homes [16], and in many other ways [12]. The Embedded
Software (EmS) that enables these devices must be free of vulnera-
bilities. Such vulnerabilities have far-reaching consequences [23,
29, 85, 91, 116] due to the pervasive and interconnected nature
of embedded devices. Additionally, Open-source Software (OSS)
plays an important role in EmS development [20, 47, 78]. For in-
stance, FreeRTOS [18] and Zephyr [109], two of the most popular
and industry-endorsed Real Time Operating Systems (RTOSes), are
open-source. It is thus imperative to ensure that suitable vulnerabil-
ity detection techniques are used to secure Open-Source Embedded
Software (EMBOSS).

Static analysis vulnerability detection techniques, i.e., Static Ap-
plication Security Testing (SAST) tools, are easier to employ than dy-
namic analysismethods in detecting vulnerabilities within EMBOSS.
Dynamic analysis (e.g., fuzzing [82]) suffers from the diversity of
hardware platforms [89, 115], input mechanisms, and the lack of
support for sanitizers [9, 118]. In contrast, SAST tools can be easily
used in the software engineering pipeline by integrating into Con-
tinuous Integration (CI) Workflows, e.g., GitHub Workflows [69].
As we show in §3, many critical OSS use SAST tools in their CI
Workflows. Furthermore, the latest State of The Practice (SoTP)
tools, such as CodeQL [25] are shown to be effective and can find
serious security vulnerabilities in complex codebases [52]. Addition-
ally, Chelf et al. [36] showed that embedded software can greatly
benefit from using SAST tools. However, the use and effectiveness
of SAST tools in EMBOSS is unknown.

To fill this gap, we perform the first systematic study on the
use of SAST tools to detect security vulnerabilities in EMBOSS. We
conduct this problem from two perspectives: the current prevalance
of SAST in EMBOSS, and the potential effectiveness of applying
SAST on EMBOSS. We curated a corpus of 258 popular EMBOSS
projects from GitHub for study. To understand the current preva-
lence of SAST in EMBOSS, we combined automated analysis of CI
Workflows from the corpus, and a survey of the project developers.
To assess potential effectiveness, we conducted a preliminary anal-
ysis and found that the CodeQL was the most effective available
SAST. We applied CodeQL to our project corpus and describe the
defects found, variation by project type, the false positive rate, and
developers’ responses to our defect reports and patch proposals.

Our primary findings are that (1) major EMBOSS projects do
not use effective SAST; and (2) the state-of-the-art CodeQL SAST
finds hundreds of defects in major EMBOSS projects. Only 10
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(4%) projects use explicit SAST tools as part of their CI Work-
flows. Their developers are aware of SAST tools, but do not use
them on EMBOSS projects. To measure the potential benefit of
SAST, we created CI Workflows enabling the execution of CodeQL
on EMBOSS repositories. We executed our CI Workflows and found
a total of 709 defects, with 535 (75%) being security vulnerabilities,
demonstrating that EMBOSS projects can benefit from SAST tools.
On a per-report basis, CodeQL exhibits a false positive rate of 34%,
but this is due to a few outlier rules and projects. For most studied
repositories, the false positive rate was low. We reported 586 of
defects we found. Developers have already confirmed 376 (53%)
of these defects, mainly by accepting our patches. We also raised
pull requests to 129 EMBOSS, integrating our manually created
Workflows (enabling running CodeQL) into their CI pipeline, out
of which 37 (71% (Active) and 29% (Total)) are already accepted. We
also explored LLMs to automatically extract the build setup, and
report on various shortcomings.

Our contributions are:
• (Study) We performed the first study to understand the preva-

lence, challenges, and effectiveness of using SAST tools in EMBOSS
through a combination of manual analysis and developer studies.

• (EMBOSSDataset)We curated and categorized a list of 258 EMBOSS
projects and created exemplary GitHub Workflows – encapsulat-
ing all the necessary compilation steps – enabling easy execu-
tion of compilation-based SAST tools. This is the first large-scale
embedded software dataset with the necessary compilation in-
frastructure 1.

• (Impact) Using the created Workflows, we executed CodeQL
on our EMBOSS dataset. We identified a total of 709 defects
(535 (75%) security vulnerabilities) across all projects, including
projectsmaintained by reputed groups such as Apache,Microsoft,
and Amazon. We have reported 586 of these defects and raised
pull requests to patch them. The developers have already con-
firmed 376 (53%) of these defects, mainly by accepting our pull
requests. We have also raised pull requests to 129 EMBOSS to
integrate our manually created CodeQLWorkflows to their CI
pipelines, out of which 37 are already accepted.

• (Insights)We identified shortcomings of LLMs in automating
the creation of SAST Workflows – providing insights and scope
for future research.

Significance for cybersecurity: Many researchers and industry lead-
ers have called for the greater use of static analysis tools to catch
cybersecurity vulnerabilities earlier. This study provides empiri-
cal evidence that open-source embedded software developers are
currently ignoring these calls. This study also measures the cost-
benefit tradeoff of applying SAST, detailing the number and kind
of defects found, as well as the false positive rate.

2 BACKGROUND
Here we define open-source embedded software (EMBOSS) and
dynamic and static application security testing (SAST).

1Available as open-source at https://anonymous.4open.science/r/scanner-workflows-
73F4

2.1 Open-Source Embedded Software (EMBOSS)
2.1.1 Definition of embedded software and EMBOSS. Embedded
software is designed to run on embedded systems, ranging from
industrial controllers [28] to resource-constrained microcontroller-
based IoT devices [16].

Open-source Software (OSS) is an essential part of the soft-
ware supply chain of embedded software applications. A consid-
erable proportion of software products incorporate open-source
software in order to reduce development time and cost, and to cre-
ate more competitive products [20]. Some inherent advantages of
open-source software, such as long-term sustainability and accessi-
bility to source code for debugging purposes, have been acknowl-
edged and appreciated in the embedded software industry [77, 78].
Application developers re-use many kinds of EMBOSS, but a par-
ticularly common dependency is on a specialized Real Time Op-
erating Systems (RTOSes) designed for reduced-resource environ-
ments (e.g., real-time scheduling, low power consumption, low
memory overhead). According to osrtos.com, there are 31 differ-
ent RTOSes [2], with the majority (26) of them being open-source.
Examples of RTOSes include RIOT, Contiki, FreeRTOS, and Azure
RTOS.

2.1.2 Measuring project importance. A common way to measure
the importance of an open-source project is the Open Source Secu-
rity Foundation (OSSF) criticality score [24]. This score is used by
security analysts to triage security vulnerabilities when studying
a large number projects [41, 79]. A project’s importance is scored
on a [0,1] scale based on attributes including its popularity, de-
pendents, and level of activity. Ranges correspond to qualitative
labels: 0.0-0.2 is considered low criticality, 0.2-0.4 is medium, 0.4-0.6
is high, 0.6-0.9 is critical, and above 0.9 is extremely critical. For
examples, the RTOS contiki-os has a criticality score of 0.51 (high),
the RTOS Zephyr’s score is 0.81 (critical), and the Node.js runtime’s
score is 0.99 (extremely critical).

2.2 Static Application Security Testing (SAST)
2.2.1 SAST vs. DAST in embedded software. In software security
analysis, both static (SAST) and dynamic (DAST) application secu-
rity testing are necessary.

In the context of embedded systems, dynamic analysis (e.g.,
Fuzzing) is more costly and sometimes infeasible when compared
to static analysis. Embedded software is coupled to hardware [89],
e.g., using hardware-specific interfaces and custom instruction sets.
Executing it on custom hardware needs an emulator (support may
be lacking [46]) or physical boards (resulting in unscalable testing).
Static Application Security Testing (SAST) tools do not require
execution, making them attractive to use on embedded software.

2.2.2 Landscape of SAST tools. There are many open-source and
commercial SAST tools. The open-source tools vary in the under-
lying techniques and corresponding guarantees. There are high-
assurance tools, such as IKOS [31], that use abstract interpretation
and provide soundness guarantees. However, these tools must be
properly configured with suitable abstract domains to avoid false
positives — a cumbersome process requiring a formal background.
On the other hand, there are best-effort pattern-based tools, such as
cppcheck [86] and flawfinder [113], which can be readily used but do

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/scanner-workflows-73F4
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/scanner-workflows-73F4
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not provide any guarantees. Several works [34, 51, 76, 88] evaluate
these tools on non-embedded software and show that they vary
in precision, recall, and usability. There are also many commer-
cial SAST tools. Coverity is considered state-of-the-art and allows
developers to customize the tool to reduce false positives [62], but
its license forbids evaluation in research papers. Other notable tools
include Fortify [96], Checkmarx [35], and Veracode [112].

CodeQL is a state-of-the-art [74] open-source SAST tool. Cod-
eQLwas released in 2016 by GitHub and is maintained by Microsoft.
CodeQL represents code as a relational database and uses rela-
tional queries to find defects in the given codebase. It has several
static analysis capabilities, such as control flow analysis, data flow
analysis, and taint tracking to detect security issues [25]. Further-
more, CodeQL has built-in queries for common security issues
(i.e., Common Weakness Enumerations (CWEs)). Security analysts
and developers have used CodeQL to find thousands of security
vulnerabilities in large and well-tested codebases including the
Linux kernel [4, 5, 52]. Since CodeQL is free to use on open-source
codebases and its queries are open-source, it is a popular SAST tool
within the open-source community.

2.2.3 How SAST is Applied in Modern OSS. Continuous Integra-
tion (CI) pipelines [61] have become ubiquitous in the modern
software development lifecycle. They automate various software
development processes, such as building, testing, and deploying
code. By this means, software development has shifted towards
the continuous (or near-continuous [22]) integration of changes,
allowing deployment at more rapid intervals [48]. SAST and DAST
tools are often applied as part of a CI pipeline [27, 83, 84], reflecting
the “shift left” trend to assess security throughout the engineering
process rather than at fixed intervals.

On GitHub, the popular open-source software platform, there are
several options for CI frameworks [43], including TravisCI [110],
CircleCI [38], and GitHub Actions [33]. The most common of these
is the GitHub CI because of its close integration with GitHub’s
platform [59]. The GitHub CI is structured as a set of Workflows
associated with events. Each event is comprised of one or more
Actions. Appendix F provides more detail about GitHub Workflows.

3 MOTIVATION
Most existing EMBOSS is written in low-level languages, especially
C/C++. Many works [63, 92, 100, 105] emphasize the importance
of using SAST tools on software projects, especially those using
unsafe languages such as C/C++. Many security and government
organizations [1, 6] also recommend the use of SAST tools. It is
important to ensure that SAST tools are also used in EMBOSS.
However, no study exists to understand the prevalence of SAST tool
usage in EMBOSS.

Existing studies [34, 51, 76, 88] try to evaluate the effectiveness
of SAST tools on traditional or non-embedded software. However,
embedded software differs [115] from traditional software in de-
sign, library usage, organization, build system, and toolchains. It
is unclear how challenging it is to use existing SAST tools, and their
effectiveness, on EMBOSS.

4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS & STUDY DESIGN
Based on the background and motivation given above, we divide
our study into two themes. First, we measure the state of practice
for SAST in EMBOSS. Then, we measure the opportunity if state-
of-the-art SAST were applied to EMBOSS.
Theme 1: State-of-Practice SAST in EMBOSS
RQ1 What perspectives do developers hold about the use of

SAST in EMBOSS?
Theme 2: Effectiveness of State-of-Art SAST on EMBOSS
RQ2 What defects does SOTA SAST find in EMBOSS?
RQ3 How do results vary by EMBOSS type?
RQ4 What is the false positive rate?
RQ5 How do developers respond to SAST results?
RQ6 Will developers integrate SAST tools in CI pipelines?

4.1 Overview of Study Design
We first curate a corpus of major EMBOSS from GitHub (§5). This
corpus is used for all RQs.

We tackle Theme 1 (RQ1) with a mixed-methods approach (§6).
We analyze the corpus to understand current SAST practices and
obtain a complementary view by surveying the developers of the
projects in the corpus.

Our preliminary analysis (§7.1) revealed that CodeQL is the
most effective SAST tool. We therefore address Theme 2 (RQ2-
6) by applying CodeQL to projects in the corpus (§7). We apply
selected CodeQL queries and analyze the results (RQ2-RQ4). For
RQ5, we propose patches for SAST reported issues and report our
findings. Similarly, for RQ6, we raise pull-requests to integrate
our SAST Workflows to CI pipeline and analyze the results.

5 CORPUS OF MAJOR EMBOSS PROJECTS
Here we describe our approach to build the EMBOSS corpus (§5.1),
and then our analysis of the corpus (§5.2).

5.1 Approach
Weaim to collect a set of representative andwell-engineered EMBOSS.
We combine two approaches (Figure 1). First, we searched GitHub
for embedded software projects (§5.1.1). Second, we used an exter-
nal index of RTOSes (§5.1.2).

5.1.1 EMBOSS from GitHub Search. We searched GitHub for popu-
lar embedded software on GitHub. Specifically, we collected original
(i.e., non-forked), active (i.e., non-archived) C/C++ embedded soft-
ware. Figure 1 shows the exact filters for our search. The initial
query yields ∼20K projects. We sorted them by popularity (oper-
ationalized as the number of stars [30]) and collected the top 250.
We then manually filtered out 12 false positives (non-embedded
repositories) based on their READMEs. For instance, we filtered out
a machine learning project that also contained the word “embedded”
in its keywords.

5.1.2 EMBOSS from Index of RTOSes. Embedded systems are usu-
ally powered by an RTOS, which provides the necessary library
and scheduling support for various application components. We
collected RTOSes from osrtos.com [2], which maintains the list of
all open-source RTOSes released to date. Specifically, we selected

osrtos.com
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Table 1: Summary of repositories in our EMBOSS dataset, grouped by project categories. SLOC calculatedwith cloc [42]. Criticality
with the OSSF tool [24]. Data is as of July, 2023. The Total row gives medians across corpus, not by category.

Median Median Median
Category # Repos Example Repo GH stars SLOC Crit. Score

Hardware access library (HAL) 18 grbl 303.5 98,502 0.44
Device drivers (DD) 10 TinyUSB 452 20,078 0.41
Network (NET) 54 contik-ng 314 36,345 0.46
Database access libraries (DAL) 8 tiny SQL 659 26,977 0.39
File systems (FS) 5 littlefs 401 11,195 0.49
Parsing utilities (PAR) 10 mjson 313.5 2,547 0.41
Language support (LS) 33 micropython 479 33,389 0.42
UI utilities (UI) 14 flutterpi 584.5 56,712 0.46
Embedded applications (APP) 32 Infinitime 508 22,662.5 0.39
OSes (OS) 42 FreeRTOS 727.5 409,667.5 0.47
Memory Management Library (MML) 4 tinyobjloader-c 242.5 6,205.5 0.34
Other General Purpose Library

for Embedded Use (GPL) 22 tinyprintf 391 12,742.5 0.35
Other (OT) 6 368.5 94,805 0.43

Total 258 406.5 33545 0.43

Keyword: "embedded" &&
fork=false &&

archived=false &&
language=C,C++ &&

sort=stars

osrtos.com

On GitHub &&
 stars

Filters

Filters

Embedded Software Dataset
(258 distinct repos)

Top 250 repos
32 repos

Manual filter:
remove non-embedded repos

238 repos

Figure 1: Two-pronged approach to collecting embedded soft-
ware dataset. The GitHub search (left side) was performed
on April 8, 2023. The osrtos.com search (right side) was per-
formed on June 7, 2023.

those available on GitHub with >100 stars. This resulted in a total
of 32 repositories.

5.2 Analysis of Corpus
We combined the repositories and de-duplicated them, resulting in
a total of 258 unique EMBOSS repositories. Table 1 summarizes all
projects along with their fine-grained categorization (performed
manually). Most repositories are reasonably large, with a median
of 33K Source Lines of Code (SLOC) and a maximum >400K SLOC.
This is similar to the project sizes examined in other studies [106].

We also measured the repositories using the OSSF criticality mea-
sure (§2.1.2). All 13 categories have a median project with “medium”
or “high” criticality score; the overall median criticality score is 0.43
(high). This indicates that our corpus includes important projects.

6 THEME 1: SOTP OF SAST IN EMBOSS
In this Theme, our goal is to understand the state of practice usage
of SAST in EMBOSS. We examine this from two views: the use of
SAST in the CI workflows of the corpus, and a survey of the project
developers in the corpus. We describe the methods and results from
each view.

6.1 RQ1: Methods
6.1.1 Workflow analysis. Wenoticed that 42% (109/258) of the EMBOSS
repositories use GitHub Workflows to automate building and test-
ing the underlying codebase. We performed an automated analysis
of these Workflows to detect the use of SAST tools. Specifically, for
each Action used in a Workflow, we check if it is a SAST tool by
checking its category in the GitHub CI Actions marketplace. We
define SAST tools as those whose marketplace category is “code
quality” or “security.” Next, we manually check every matching
Action to validate that it is indeed a SAST tool.

Forworkflows forwhich no SASTwas found (248/258 of projects),
we estimated whether or not this occurred due to errors in our auto-
mated analysis, or because they indeed used no SAST.We performed
a random sampling of 20 Workflows and manually checked them.

To make the measured rate of SAST usage interpretable, we
performed the same measurement on the top 5,000 OSS projects
deemed “critical” and “extremely critical” according to the OpenSSF
criticality score. These projects do not target embedded contexts —
none of the projects from our corpus appear in this list.

6.1.2 Developer survey. Under the supervision of our institution’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB), we surveyed projects’ maintainers
about their practices as well as to identify any alternative ways
in which they use SAST tools. Our population of interest was the
maintainers of the 248 (96%) of projects that do not use any SAST
Actions. For each of these projects, we collected emails of users
who recently contributed and sent them an email with the link to
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our survey.2 We were able to find the maintainers’ email for 104
(out of 248) projects. There were 15 questions in the survey with
an anticipated time of 5 min. The full survey is in Appendix B.

6.2 RQ1: Results

Finding 1: Sophisticated SAST tools are rarely used in
EMBOSS repositories. Only 4% of the EMBOSS repositories
do so. With the same measure, 19% of non-embedded OSS do.
Many EMBOSS repositories rely only on compiler warnings for
SAST, which fail to find many common security defects.
Finding 2: The surveyed developers are generally aware of CI
Workflows and use them to run their SAST tools. When they do
not use SAST, it is commonly because they believe the security
impact or effectiveness of SAST is low.

6.2.1 Workflow analysis. By automatically searching for SAST use,
we found that only 10 (4%) of the repositories use a sophisticated
SAST tool. All of these use free SAST tools, specifically, CodeQL.
None of them use commercial SAST tools. Of the 10 repositories
that use CodeQL, 7 use an out-of-date version.

By comparison to the top 5,000 OSS projects by criticality (with-
out the embedded constraint), we can see how small this adoption
rate is. Of the top 5,000 OSS projects we examined for compari-
son, 958 (19%) use ≥1 SAST tools by our definition.

In our random sampling to check for false negatives in the EMBOSS
measure (random sample of 20 projects), we found only two false
negatives, i.e., 10% false negative rate. Both were due to a level
of indirection around the use of a SAST tool. RIOT-OS/RIOT runs its
static tests in a Docker container, and InfiniTimeOrg/InfiniTime runs
clang-tidy in a script.

6.2.2 Developer survey. We got 25 responses (24% response rate),
representing 20 distinct repositories. This response rate is compa-
rable to that reported by other works that survey developers from
GitHub (e.g., [10, 66]).

Figure 2 illustrates the responses to our survey. We discuss why
developers do and do not use SAST tools.

Use of SAST Tools. Most of the surveyed developers (80% (20/25))
use SAST tools, out of which 90% (18/20) do so as part of their
GitHub Workflows. This suggests that our approach — analyzing
GitHub Workflows — was a reasonable approximation of the actual
use of SAST in this projects. However, most of these SAST users
consider compiler warnings such as gcc -Wall -Wextra to be adequate
SAST. Although compiler analyses have low false positive rates,
they also have high false negative rates.

As a simple demonstration of the weaknesses of compiler warn-
ings as SAST, we executed gcc’s analyses on a set of test cases from
the CodeQL repository. These are simple test cases (<10 lines), each
demonstrating a security issue, e.g., using %s in scanf or passing
invalid pointer types to a function call. We compiled these test
cases using a recent version of gcc (11.4.0) with strict warnings.
This configuration of gcc found issues in only 17 (21%) defect types.
Some simple security issues were flagged, such as the use of strcpy
instead of strncpy. However, more complex ones were missed, such
2This is consistent with GitHub’s Acceptable Use policy [55]. Profile emails are public
information. The number of emails sent was small enough to not be mass spam.

as inconsistent NULL checks and use-after-free errors. We provide
more details in Appendix I. This shows that current SAST practices
in EMBOSS are not adequate.

Not Using SAST Tools. 20% (5/25) of the developers do not use
any SAST tools. Most of these respondents (3/5) believe the secu-
rity vulnerabilities in the corresponding projects have a low impact.
However, these projects have an average OSSF criticality score of
0.43 (“high”). These developersmay underestimate the severity of se-
curity issues in their projects, in line with previous studies [75, 117].
The developers of another project reported insufficient resources
(e.g., time). Unfortunately, this project is one of the most popular
(>5K stars) open-source C++ libraries for embedded systems, with
an OSSF score of >0.6 (“critical”).

A final common reason for non-SAST use was concerns about
their effectiveness. Five respondents felt that using SAST tools
on embedded software is questionable and might result in many
false positives. This finding is consistent with previous surveys of
non-embedded software developers [68].

7 THEME 2: EFFECTIVENESS OF SOTA SAST
IN EMBOSS

In this Theme, our goal is to understand the potential effectiveness
of applying SAST to EMBOSS. First we select a state-of-the-art
SAST tool for detailed measurements. Then we apply it to our
questions.

7.1 Selection of the SOTA SAST tool
We want to apply the best-performing open-source SAST for our
EMBOSS measurements. We expected that CodeQL would be the
best performer (§2.2), but previous studies have not applied it to
embedded software. Therefore, we evaluated available SAST tools
on a security benchmark as well as on a sample of the EMBOSS
corpus, and chose the tool with the lowest false positive rate.

Competing Tools We selected popular GitHub Actions that per-
form SAST on C/C++ repositories. Table 2 gives the Actions and the
underlying SAST tools. These Actions are specifically those that are
stable (not pre-release), free (not requiring licenses), and “plug-and-
play” (support a range of compilers, do not require knowledge of
program semantics/modeling, etc.). Details of our selection criteria
are in Appendix C. We created a Workflow for each Action so that
we could apply them uniformly to the benchmarks for comparison.

Juliet Benchmark Performance As one measure of effectiveness,
we tested these tools on the Juliet Test Suite. The Juliet Test Suite is
a labeled dataset commonly used to test SAST tools [93]. It does not
focus on embedded software, so this is a measure of performance on
general C/C++ code that may not reflect performance on embedded
code. We used a time limit of 6 hours, the maximum time allowed
for a job on many CI platforms, such as GitHub CI [57].

The middle column of Table 2 shows the results. Most tools either
errored out or timed out.CodeQL completed in 40minutes.CodeQL
raised 11,101 warnings with a precision of 71% (7,904/11,101) and a
recall of 12% (7,904/65,263).3

3We count a reported flaw as a true positive if the reported location matches that of a
ground truth bug.
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Use SAST
Tools?

Why?

Where?

Workflows

Out-of-band

-Wall, -Wextra

clang static-analyzer

-Wall, -Wextra

Other tools

cppcheck

80% (20/25)

20% (5/25)

55% (11/20)

90% (18/20)

22% (4/18)

89% (16/18)

64% (7/11)

73% (8/11)

27% (3/11)

No

Yes

Lack of resources 20% (1/5)

1-3 
25% (5/20)

4-6 
25% (5/20)

>6 
50% (10/20)

Years working on the project

1-3 
20% (1/5)

4-6 
60% (3/5)

>6 
20% (1/5)

Years working on the project

Use Regularly 
85% (17/20)

Aware 
15% (3/20)

SAST Tool Experience

SAST Tool Experience
Un Aware 
40% (2/5)

Use Regularly 
20% (1/5)

Aware 
40% (2/5)

Why not in
Workflows?

No time.

Wasn't aware.

18% (2/11)
50% (1/2)

50% (1/2)
Exclusively
out-of-band

Low security impact 60% (3/5)

Other tools 39% (7/18)

Figure 2: Summary of our developer survey on the use of SAST tools.

Table 2: Comparison of the SAST tools we considered, on the Juliet benchmark and our EMBOSS dataset. The median # of
warnings is reported for repositories on which the tool ran successfully (CodeQL did not produce warnings on over half of
repositories). *EMBOSS dataset precision is estimated based on a sample. The cpp-lint performance measurement may be
biased (see text).

GitHub Action SAST Juliet perf. # Repos Failure(s) Median # warnings Precision

david-a-wheeler/flawfinder flawfinder [113] Error 176 (68%) Invalid SARIF; Crashes 12 64/316 (20%)
cpp-linter/cpp-linter-action cpplinter [71] Timeout 230 (89%) Timeout; Crashes 111 0/213 (0%)*
deep5050/cppcheck-action cppcheck [99] Timeout 256 (99%) Timeout 19 116/200 (58%)
github/codeql-action CodeQL [25] F1: 0.21 74 (29%) Autobuild failure 0 154/160 (96%)

EMBOSS Sample Performance To obtain another vantage, we
also ran the tools on the 258 repositories in our EMBOSS corpus.We
needed ground truth to evaluate the precision of each tool. CodeQL
produced 471 warnings, while the others produced between 4K-
200K warnings. It was infeasible to check them all. Therefore, we
randomly sampled warnings to determine if they were legitimate.
Specifically, for each tool, we randomly selected 30 repositories
with fewer than 20 warnings and manually checked each warning
for these repositories.

The final columns of Table 2 show the results. CodeQL has by
far the highest precision, at 96% — this is unsurprising given its
effectiveness on Juliet Test Suite. cppcheck and flawfinder had false
positive rates over 40%. We recorded cpp-linter as having 100% false
positives, though this was likely a flaw in our sampling approach.
All sampled warnings were related to compile-time issues that
did not cause cpp-linter to error out, but we expect the sampling
approach caused us to only examine warnings related to projects it
struggled to compile.

As with Theme 1, we next report Methods (§7.2) and Results
(§7.3). We use CodeQL as our target SAST tool as it outperformed
the competition.

7.2 Methods
First, we describe how we applied CodeQL to our EMBOSS corpus.
Then, we explain the method to answer RQs 2-5.

7.2.1 Applying CodeQL to EMBOSS corpus. Build Scripts Cre-
ation. As shown in Table 2,CodeQL failed to run on 71% of EMBOSS
repositories. Specifically, the Autobuild phase of CodeQL failed
to handle the diverse build setup of these repositories. We there-
fore manually created build scripts for all repositories based on
their documentation and existing CI Workflows. We made the build
scripts cover as much part of the codebase as possible (e.g., by com-
piling all example applications and all supported architecture and
boards whenever possible). We successfully created build scripts
for 156 (60%) repositories. For the other 102 repositories, the build
instructions were either missing (17), too complex (i.e., unavailable
toolchains or dependencies) (49), or we could not get them to work
(36). This manual process took ∼45-60 minutes per repository.

Analysis and Configuration Details of CodeQL. CodeQL sup-
ports many suites (i.e., collections of queries). There are three built-
in suites for security scanning: default, cpp-security-extended, and
cpp-security-and-quality. Each is a subset of the next, so we used
the largest of these, cpp-security-and-quality, which contains 166
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queries. We examined each query’s purpose and omitted 9 of them
from the CodeQL suite for three reasons: (1) they only identify
code readability issues; (2) the potential risk of the corresponding
defects is relatively low (e.g., converting the result of an integer
multiplication to a larger type is an issue only when the result is
too large to fit in the smaller type); or (3) they are not applicable to
embedded software. See Appendix E for details.

Furthermore, based on initial results, we modified three queries
to improve their precision and ignore certain restrictions. First,
we modified the cpp/stack-address-escape query to ignore cases of
assigning a function parameter of a pointer type to a non-local
variable. This usage is commonplace in practice and is unlikely to
constitute a defect of significant concern. Second, we modified cpp/ ⌋
constant-comparison to only report comparison that is always false
because we found that always-true comparisons are usually not
defects in the EMBOSS context. For instance, developers can be
overly cautious and perform the same check multiple times, where
the second check will always be true. e.g., if (p != NULL) ... if (p !=

NULL). Third, we modified cpp/uninitialized-local to eliminate false
positives caused by casting a variable explicitly to void. Developers
use this cast to suppress compiler warnings on unused variables,
e.g., (void) x;. CodeQL accepted one of our query modifications
into their main repository [3].

Finally, we created GitHub Workflows for all the successfully
built repositories (156). These Workflows, when triggered, invoke
the necessary build scripts and run CodeQL with the required
configuration. We used CodeQL command-line toolchain release
2.13.1 (May 3, 2023) and the query repository based on the commit
202037e925 (May 12, 2023). We ran these GitHub Workflows on all
the successfully built repositories (156). This produced many issues,
which CodeQL divides into errors (high-severity concerns such as
memory safety) and warnings (lower-severity issues such as code
smells).

7.2.2 RQ2: Defects in EMBOSS. To answer these research ques-
tions, we manually analyzed all CodeQL issues for 151 repositories
(out of a possible 156). The others have a substantial number of
issues, and we did not have time to analyze them thoroughly.

For RQ2, we report summary statistics as well as examples of
the main classes of defects. We also distinguish the proportion of
defects that can be deemed security-relevant to understand whether
the studied CodeQL query suite has security benefits (e.g., memory
safety issues) vs. broader quality benefits (e.g., code smells). To be
conservative, we define a defect as security-relevant if and only
if “the CodeQL query finding the defect contains the security tag,
or the defect is clearly related to memory safety (e.g., null pointer
dereference, out-of-bounds read/write)”. We also summarize the
common classes of security and non-security defects.

7.2.3 RQ3: Trends across EMBOSS type. For RQ3, we present the
distribution of security and non-security defects across different
types of EMBOSS and summarize the results.

7.2.4 RQ4: False positive rates. False positive rate analysis requires
a significant amount of work, yet false positives are also a major
concern in the adoption of SAST tools. Given the large number of
repositories, we sampled 123 successfully built repositories (the 50

most starred, the 50 least starred, and 23 randomly picked reposito-
ries) and manually categorized all issues in them into true and false
positives. A false positive means that the result does not match
what the rule intends to detect, e.g., an error for an uninitialized
variable when it is actually initialized.

Two analysts worked for one month to analyze the results. The
two analysts worked largely independently but discussed uncer-
tainties with each other and with the rest of the research team.
All analysts and researchers had substantial training (coursework
and experience) in C/C++ programming and cybersecurity, and we
believe they were able to make correct judgments about whether
or not a CodeQL issue represented a true positive.

7.2.5 RQ5: Developer response on SAST defects. For RQ5, we re-
sponsibly disclosed all identified defects in repositories that are
actively maintained (had commits in the past three months). We
opened issues and raised pull requests with appropriate patches
where possible. We report the number of confirmed defects and the
kinds of replies made by the developers.

7.2.6 RQ6: Developer response on SAST Integration. For RQ6, we
opened pull requests to integrate our CodeQL scanning Workflows
(§7.2) into projects CI pipeline.. This would have the effect of us-
ing CodeQL’s SAST to check or gate all subsequent pull requests.
We measured the number of merged pull requests and the kinds of
replies made by the developers. An example PR is given in Appen-
dix D.

7.3 Results
Finding 3 (RQ2): CodeQL finds hundreds of real defects in the
studied EMBOSS repositories, including in repositories main-
tained by reputable organizations like Amazon and Microsoft.
Finding 4 (RQ3): Defect density (defects per SLOC) is not
uniform across different categories of EMBOSS. Some categories
of projects (e.g.,APP and NET) are more likely to contain defects
than others (e.g., OS and HAL).
Finding 5 (RQ4): CodeQL has a false positive rate of 34% in
the 123 sampled repositories. However, false positives are polar-
ized, i.e., A few rules contribute to the majority of false positives.
Finding 6 (RQ4): Although the overall false positive rate is
high, it has minimal impact on EMBOSS repositories: ∼40% of
repos have no false positives, ∼55% of the repos have less than
one false positive, and 90% of repos have less than ten false
positives.
Finding 7 (RQ5): Developers readily accept fixes for SAST
defects – demonstrating that they care about these defects.
Finding 8 (RQ6): Many EMBOSS developers are willing to in-
tegrate the CodeQL SAST into their projects’ CI as a GitHub
Workflow, provided that someone else (our research team) pre-
pares, validates and explains the Workflow for them.
Finding 9: A default Autobuild fails on many EMBOSS projects.
However, producing a customized build suitable for CodeQL
takes minimal engineering effort, 45-60 minutes per project.
LLMs shows promise in automating this task and warrants fur-
ther research (§7.3.6).
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Our results for all RQs are summarized in Table 3. We walk
through it and give more detailed measurements for each RQ in
turn.

Table 3: Summary of CodeQL results: setup, raw data, manual
Analysis, and disclosure.

Number of ... Value

Setup

Repos in dataset 258
Repos built 156
Repos analyzed 151

CodeQL Results

Errors reported 772
Warnings reported 2,286

Manual Analysis

Defects discovered 709
Repos where defects were discovered 97 (64%)
Security defects discovered 535
Repos where security defects were discovered 85 (56%)

Responsible Disclosure

Defects disclosed 586
Defects confirmed 376
Security defects disclosed 433
Security defects confirmed 302
Patch pull requests submitted 163
Patch pull requests merged (i.e., accepted) 104
CVEs issued 2

CodeQL SAST Workflow

Pull requests submitted 129
Pull requests merged 37 (71% (Active)

and 29% (Total))

7.3.1 RQ2: Analysis of defects found. As reported in the Defects
Discovered row of Table 3, we identified 709 defects across 97 repos-
itories. There were 535 (85 repositories) likely security vulnerabil-
ities, including in major projects maintained by organizations in-
cluding Microsoft, Amazon, and the Apache Foundation. EMBOSS
engineers have confirmed 376 (53%) of these defects, mainly by
accepting our pull requests.

Defect Rates Per Repository. Figure 3 shows CDFs of the number
of all defects and security defects in each repository. A point (𝑥,𝑦)
on a line indicates that 𝑦% of repositories contain less than or equal
to 𝑥 corresponding type of defects. The left-most point on both the
lines indicates that there are 64% (97) repositories with at least one
defect, and 56% (85) repositories with at least one security defect.
The security defects line has almost the same trend as total defects,
indicating that most defects in all repositories are security-relevant.
Although ~90% of the repositories have less than ten total defects,
some repositories (9) have a much larger number of defects. Table 4
shows the top 5 repositories with the highest total defects, security
defects, and their OSSF criticality score.
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Figure 3: CDFs of # of all and security-relevant defects in a
repository.
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Figure 4: Top 10 CodeQL queries by # of security-relevant
defects found. (Counts and Percentages)

Common Types of Security Defects. We found several classes
of security defects across all repositories. Figure 4 shows the top
10 types of security defects (i.e., vulnerabilities) [54] found along
with the corresponding number of defects. We discuss the top three
major types of security defects in Appendix G.1.

Severity of Security Defects. The severity of a security bug
depends on its exploitability and the criticality of the underlying
software [40, 108]. Given the large number of defects, manually
assessing exploitability is intractable. Instead, we use the OSSF
criticality score (§2.1.2) of the target repository to assess the severity
of a bug. Figure 5 shows the CDF of the severity of security defects.
Specifically, a point (𝑥,𝑦) on the line indicates 𝑦% of the defects
have severity less than or equal to 𝑥 . Approximately 50% of bugs
have a severity score of more than 0.5, which represents high-
severity repositories (§2.1.2). Specifically, ~40% of bugs have a score
of more than 0.6, representing vulnerabilities in critical repositories.
For instance, we found an out-of-bounds access in micropython/ ⌋
micropython (Listing 2) and a use-after-free in apache/nuttx (Listing 1),
an RTOS with a score of 0.69 – both of these are critical projects.

Common Types of Non-Security Defects. These defects may
not lead to security vulnerabilities but can cause functionality is-
sues, undefined behavior, and compilation issues. For instance, the
rule cpp/missing-return detects non-void functions with no explicit
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Table 4: EMBOSS repositories with the top 5 highest total defects and security defects.

Total Defects Security Defects

Repo Criticality Score Num Repo Criticality Score Num

apache/nuttx 0.69 35 raysan5/raylib 0.70 33
contiki-ng/contiki-ng 0.67 34 openlgtv/epk2extract 0.45 27

raysan5/raylib 0.70 33 gozfree/gear-lib 0.43 26
ARMmbed/mbed-os 0.72 32 apache/nuttx 0.69 24
openlgtv/epk2extract 0.45 29 contiki-ng/contiki-ng 0.67 24
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Figure 5: CDF of the severity of security defects
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Figure 6: Top 10CodeQLqueries by # of non-security-relevant
defects found. (Counts and Percentages)

// apache/nuttx/drivers/sensors/apds9960.c
ret = register_driver(devpath, &g_apds9960_fops, 0666, priv);
if (ret < 0)
{
snerr("ERROR: Failed to register driver: %d\n", ret);
kmm_free(priv);

}
priv->config->irq_attach(priv->config, apds9960_int_handler, priv);

Listing 1: Thememory pointed by priv can be freed () inside
the if condition but will be accessed later outside, resulting
in use-after-free ().

return statement. This may result in undefined behavior during

// micropython/extmod/vfs_lfsx.c
size_t from = 1;
char *cwd = vstr_str(&self->cur_dir);
while (from < CWD_LEN) {
for (; cwd[from] == '/' && from < CWD_LEN; ++from) {
// Scan for the start

}
...

Listing 2: The offset from is used before the range check (),
leading to an out-of-bounds access of one byte ().

runtime [73]. Similarly, the rule cpp/virtual-call-in-constructor de-
tects calls to virtual functions in a constructor. This also could lead
to undefined behavior as the object’s virtual table may not be com-
pletely initialized [58]. Figure 6 shows the top ten non-security
defects along with the corresponding number of defects.

7.3.2 RQ3: Trends by EMBOSS type. Figure 7 shows the number
of defects found across various repositories according to their cate-
gories. At a high level, across all categories, the number of security
defects is more than that of the number of non-security defects. Fur-
thermore, the number of defects is proportional to the number of
repositories of the particular category (Table 1). For instance, Net-
work (NET), Operating Systems (OS), and Applications (APP) are
the top three categories containing the highest number of repos-
itories (128 (50%)), and they also contain the highest number of
defects (423 (60%)). The Memory management libraries with the
least number (4) of repositories also have the least defects (6). Inter-
estingly, we noticed that defect density, i.e., number of defects per
KSLOC, is non-uniform. The Figure 10 in the Appendix provides
defect distribution per-repo and defect density across various cat-
egories of EMBOSS. In summary, APP and NET have the highest
defect densities. On the other hand, OS and HAL have the lowest
densities. Our results empirically show defect density is not uniform
across different categories of EMBOSS.

7.3.3 RQ4: False positive rates. The overall percentages of true and
false positives are 66% (1039/1577) and 34% (538/1577), respectively.
Figure 8 shows the CDF of the false positive rates of different rules.
Specifically, a point (𝑥,𝑦) on a line indicates 𝑦% of the rules have
false positive rates of less than or equal to 𝑥%. Approximately
60% rules had no false positives, and 10% had no true positives.
This indicates that false positives are polarized, and a few rules
contribute to the majority of false positives. Specifically, 20% of
rules contribute to more than 60% of false positives. We present
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Figure 7: Number of defects of each type in EMBOSS of various categories (Table 1). The number next to the category indicates
the number of repositories containing at least one defect.
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Figure 8: CDF of the false positive rates of rules

comprehensive information of CodeQL rules contributing to false
positives in Appendix G.3.

Although the cumulative false positive rate is high (34%), it does
not affect most repositories. The Figure 9a shows the CDF of % of
repos and false positive rate; we can see that ∼40% of repos have no
false positives and more than 60% of the repos have less than 20%
false positive rate. Furthermore, the actual number of false positives
is very low, as shown in Figure 9b. Specifically, ∼55% of the repos
have less than one false positive, and 90% of repos have less than ten
false positives. These results show that the majority of EMBOSS
repositories are not affected by false positives.

7.3.4 RQ5: Developer response on SAST defects. The bottom part
of Table 3 shows the summary of our responsible disclosure. In
total, 53% (376/709) of defects have been confirmed by developers
(via merging our pull requests or expressing confirmation in replies
to issues).

Most of the patches were readily accepted by the developers.
In a few cases, developers were even interested in knowing the
techniques we used to find the defects. For instance, developers
of an AWS-owned repository said “I’m curious how you stumbled
across this —Was there some sort of test you ran or was this something
that came up during your development? I’m hoping we can duplicate
your method of discovery to add some sort of check/test to the repo.”

There were two pull requests where the developers did not
choose to fix potential security issues. They stated that although
code robustness is important, they deemed reduced code size and
RAM usage to be a higher priority in their embedded software.
These observations support the conventional wisdom that software

engineers (and especially engineers in embedded systems) trade-off
between security and performance [50, 60].

Although many security-relevant defects were resolved, only
two Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) were assigned.
When we disclosed the security-relevant defects, we did not explic-
itly ask the engineering teams to issue CVEs. Of the 94 reposito-
ries against which we opened at least one security-relevant defect,
only two issued CVEs for these defects: mbedtls issued CVE-2023-
BLINDED, and contiki-ng issued CVE-2023-BLINDED. We eventually
followed up on our 77 reports of defects to the 10 most popular
repositories (by GitHub stars) to inquire whether CVEs were being
prepared. Two of the engineering teams replied suggesting that we
email their security teams — we did so, but received no response.
The other eight teams did not respond. Our research supports the
observation of prior work [80], that security defects are often fixed
“silently”, without tracking via a CVE.

7.3.5 RQ6: Developers response on Integrating SAST Workflows.
We raised 129 pull requests (PRs) to integrate our CodeQLWork-
flows into the corresponding projects. We did not submit some
pull requests as the repositories do not accept external contribu-
tions, e.g., Microsoft Azure. In addition, some of our workflows
became out of date due to concurrent changes in the project’s build
process. The Appendix D.1 shows our pull request with some details
redacted for anonymity. We received responses for 52 of our PRs,
of which 37 were merged (71% acceptance rate for responses, 29%
acceptance rate overall).

Accepted Requests. Most of the developers readily accepted our
Workflow. In a few cases (3), we had to make syntactic adjust-
ments (DETAILS OMITTED FOR ANONYMITY) to our Workflow
according to the repository coding practices. Few developers (2)
had concerns regarding the effectiveness of CodeQL. We responded
with the defects identified in our study as evidenced by CodeQL’s
effectiveness. Interestingly, a developer of a repository (REDACTED
FOR ANONYMITY) resorted to X (formerly Twitter) to get opinions
about CodeQL before accepting our pull request.

Closed Requests. Several developers (7) closed our pull requests,
assuming that these were generated by bots. We contacted them
again to clarify that we were not bots but received no response.
A few developers (3) mentioned that they do not have enough
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Figure 9: CDFs of the rate and number of false positives v/s percentage of repositories (repos).

resources to handle the alerts raised by CodeQL. A few developers
(2) mentioned concerns about licensing.

7.3.6 Automating Workflow Creation using LLMs. Our results sug-
gest that developers are willing to integrate SAST Workflows into
their CI pipeline. However, as mentioned in §7.2, we manually
created these Workflows because of the diversity in the build se-
tups. This approach required substantial manual effort and would
not scale to a larger dataset of repositories, e.g., if one wanted to
benchmark SAST tools on a larger sample. We need a technique
to create these Workflows automatically. Towards this goal, we
created a common Workflow template that can be configured for
any repository by just using the build script (i.e., build.sh) corre-
sponding to the repository. Consequently, we can automatically
create SAST Workflow if we can identify the build script (or set of
build commands) for the repository. During our manual analysis,
we identified the build commands by referring to the repositories’
README and CI scripts. Recent developments in LLMs have shown
their effectiveness in various software engineering and informa-
tion extraction tasks [37, 67, 90, 94, 103, 120]. We report on our
efforts and insights on using LLM to automatically extract the build
commands.

Methodology. First, we extracted the relevant sections of README
or CI scripts. Specifically, these are sections of the document most
likely containing the build commands. We use cosine similarity of
build-related keywords (e.g., configure, install, build, etc.) to identify
these sections. Second, we configure LLMs with a system prompt
to restrict its output to be bash commands and other useful hints
(Details in Appendix H). Finally, we provided LLMs with the ex-
tracted sections and the following prompt: “Generate a bash shell
script that compiles an embedded system project.”

Results. We sampled 45 repositories. Our criteria are: (a) extracted
textual sections of the repositories contain enough information for
building; and (b) we were previously able to build them by hand
(from the 156 successfully-built repositories) so we could diagnose
the build failures. We ran the generated scripts and found that 25
(55%) of the repositories could be successfully compiled. GPT-4 [97]
gave the best outcome. Table 5 summarizes the categories of mis-
takes in the GPT-4 output and the corresponding number of affected
repositories. Most of the mistakes are spurious commands, which
do not affect the overall build process. Out-of-context (m6) and
incorrect commands (m4) are the major contributors to build script

failures. However, these are minor errors that can be easily repaired
with minimal effort. We also measured the min/mean/median/max
ratio of the shell commands from the ground truth present in gen-
erated scripts, which is 0%, 82%, 100%, and 100%, respectively. In
summary, LLMs show promise in automating SAST Workflow cre-
ation. Our results might be further improved with other advanced
techniques, such as multi-turn dialogue [119].

8 LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
We acknowledge limitations and threats to the validity of our study.

Construct Validity: We scope the construct of security vulner-
abilities to those detectable by the SAST tools from the GitHub
Marketplace. Other classes of security vulnerabilities exist but are
beyond the scope of our work.

Internal Validity: This work was a measurement study, and we
made no causal inferences.

External Validity: Our methodology applies the SAST tools avail-
able in the GitHub Marketplace to the open-source embedded soft-
ware available on GitHub. Our results may not generalize to other
SAST tools, particularly commercial-grade ones such as Coverity
and Sonar. Our results may not be generalized to other embedded
software, particularly commercial-grade embedded software, to
which costly techniques such as formal methods have been applied.
To shed light on this threat, in our analysis, we reported on the
subset of commercially-developed open-source software, such as
Amazon’s aws/aws-iot-device-sdk-embedded-C (which are known to use
Coverity), and show that SAST tool was able to find defects. Our
study may suffer from data collection bias as we focus on projects
and SAST tools available on GitHub. There could be other EMBOSS
projects (e.g., in BitBucket) and tools on which our observations
may not hold. We tried to avoid this by collecting diverse projects
with varying sizes.

Limited Developer Study: Given the low number of responses,
the observations from our developer study (§6.2.2) may not be
generalizable to other EMBOSS repositories. As a mitigation, the
response rate was consistent with other surveys of GitHub devel-
opers.
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Table 5: Summary of mistakes made by LLM (GPT-4) in generating build instructions from documentation and CI scripts.

Mistake Type Example # of repos affected

m1) Missing setup cmd Missing sudo apt-get install -y libcmocka-dev 5
m2) Missing build cmd Missing make 2
m3) Missing auxiliary cmd Missing ./autogen.sh 3
m4) Incorrect cmd make CROSS_COMPILE=/path/to/arm-none-linux-gnueabihf- PLATFORM=arm32-realview 11
m5) Spurious cmd echo "Build completed successfully!" 27
m6) Out-of-context cmd Run cd acados; ./ci/shared/install_eigen.sh in acados directory 11

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We were surprised to find many security defects across various
embedded software by using an existing SAST tool. In retrospect,
these results could be anticipated as most EMBOSS repositories do
not use SAST tools. Developers expressed concerns over the benefit
and false positive rates of SAST tools. However, most of the defects
found by SAST tools are acknowledged and fixed by developers;
this shows that SAST tools can find important defects. Compilation
required SAST tools, such as CodeQL, cannot handle the diverse
build setups of EMBOSS repositories and consequently might fail
to run. However, these tools can be easily configured to run with
minimal engineering effort. As part of this research, we created
many GitHub Workflows for CodeQL, which other developers can
use as templates for their own projects.

In summary, our results provide a solid case for the need to
use standard SAST tools in EMBOSS repositories. Our results also
complement a recent work [21] that used simple systematic testing
to find several severe security issues in popular embedded network
stacks. The research and engineering communities need to enable
and adopt well-known techniques on embedded software. As part
of our future work, we will work on improving CodeQL to improve
its plug-and-play performance and its query precision on embedded
repositories.

10 RELATEDWORK
In §2 and §3, we discussed directly related work. Here we compare
to more broadly related work.

EmbeddedOperating Systems and Frameworks: Al-Boghdady et
al. [11] conducted a thorough analysis of four IoT Operating Sys-
tems, namely RIOT [8], Contiki [7], FreeRTOS [18], and Amazon
FreeRTOS [17]. Their results indicated an increasing trend in the
number of security errors over time. However, the error density
remained stable or showed a minor decrease. Alnaeli et al. [14, 15]
focused their investigation on Contiki and TinyOS, finding an in-
crease in the use of unsafe statements over five years. Meanwhile,
McBride et al. [87] analyzed the Contiki operating system and found
that while errors increased over time, error density decreased. Ma-
lik et al. [81] carried out a study on embedded frameworks, evalu-
ating security vulnerabilities from four popular edge frameworks.
Their findings revealed that vulnerabilities often slipped through
during development due to the challenges of in-house testing of
complex Edge features.

Other Analyses of Embedded Systems: Bagheri et al. [26] pro-
posed a method for automatically generating assurance cases for

software certification. Jia et al. [65] propose ContexIoT, a context-
based permission system that instruments IoT apps to log fine-
grained control and data flow context in order to distinguish ma-
licious behaviors in a robust manner. Celik et al. [32] present SO-
TERIA, a system that applies static analysis and model checking to
automatically analyze IoT apps and environments for security and
safety violations. They extract a state model from IoT source code
and use a model checker to validate desired properties. Evaluation
on real-world SmartThings [104] apps shows SOTERIA can effec-
tively identify security and functionality issues in both individual
apps and multi-app environments. Our work broadens the scope
of these studies. We analyze not only several operating systems
but also a diverse corpus of embedded software, highlighting the
challenges and effectiveness and offering a more comprehensive
and holistic view of the security landscape in IoT systems.

Developers’ Perspectives on SAST Tools: Johnson et al. [68]
found that while developers are aware of the benefits, false posi-
tives and the presentation of warnings act as barriers. Lenarduzzi et
al. [72] proposed a comparison of six popular SAST tools for Java
projects, showing minimal agreement among the tools and a low
level of precision. Our study revealed slightly different findings. In
addition to false positives, developers were unaware of the effec-
tiveness of SAST tools on embedded software. However, Johnson et
al. [68] did not provide any insight into the adoption rates of static
analysis tools. In a similar vein, Ami et al. [19] conducted in-depth
semi-structured interviews with 20 practitioners to shed light on
developer perceptions and desires related to static analysis tools.
They considered these tools to be highly beneficial in reducing
developer effort and covering areas that manual analysis might
overlook. Among the challenges faced by developers, the signifi-
cant pain points were false negatives, the absence of meaningful
alert messages, and the effort required for configuration and inte-
gration. Our experiments with CodeQL (an effective SAST tool)
showed contradictory results. We were able to easily (with minimal
engineering effort) configure and integrate CodeQL in EMBOSS
repositories. The alert messages were displayed in SARIF format
and were easy to understand and evaluate.

11 CONCLUSIONS
Empirical software security research has a substantial body of
knowledge on open-source software, but has focused on IT or
general-purpose software. We present a large-scale evaluation of
embedded open-source software, reporting on both the effective-
ness of static analysis security tools and on developers’ perceptions.
Across 258 embedded open-source software projects, the CodeQL
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SAST tool finds hundreds of defects with modest per-repository
configuration and a low false positive rate. We found 709 defects
(with a false positive rate of 34%), 376 of which have been con-
firmed. This includes 302 defects that are security vulnerabilities
such as crashes and memory corruption. The primary difficulty we
observed in the process was configuring diverse build systems, but
this took minimal engineering effort per project. We conclude that
the current generation of static analysis tools, exemplified by Cod-
eQL, has overcome concerns about false positives and can be easily
incorporated into embedded software projects. If engineers adopted
these tools, many security vulnerabilities would be prevented. Fu-
ture research should push the bounds of vulnerability discovery, but
we call for efforts to promote adoption of existing tools.

12 DATA AVAILABILITY
For replicability, all data related to the project — defects, analysis,
pull requests — will be published along with the paper. We share
the anonymizable subset of this data at: https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/scanner-workflows-73F4.

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/scanner-workflows-73F4
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/scanner-workflows-73F4
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A OUTLINE OF APPENDICES
• Appendix A: This outline.
• Appendix B: Developer survey instrument (cf. §6.1.2).
• Appendix C: Selection of SAST tools (cf. §7.1).
• Appendix D: Example PR opened to propose a CodeQL

workflow (cf. §7.2.6).

• Appendix E: CodeQL queries omitted or modified from the
suite we used (cf. §7.2.1).

• Appendix F: Further details and example GitHub CI pipeline
(cf. §2.2.3).
• Appendix G: Further results of applying CodeQL to the

EMBOSS dataset (cf. §7.3).
• Appendix H: Details of the LLM prompt for automatic com-

pilation of an EMBOSS project (cf. §7.3.6).
• Appendix I: Evaluation of compiler flags in lieu of CodeQL

(cf. §6.2.2).

B DEVELOPER SURVEY QUESTIONS
(1) What is the name of the open-source project that brought

you to this survey (owner/repo, e.g. torvalds/linux)?
(2) What roles do you play in the project? (select all that apply)

• Developer (you implement new features)
• Tester (you validate that new features work properly

and that regressions are avoided)
• Maintainer (you give feedback on issues, fix defects,

and review and merge PRs)
• Owner (e.g., you help determine the future path of the

project / steering member)
(3) How long have you been involved in the project?

• Less than 1 year
• 1-3 years
• 4-6 years
• More than 6 years

(4) What level of risk do you perceive if a functionality defect
is present in this project?
• Critical
• High
• Medium
• Low

(5) What level of risk do you perceive if a security vulnerability
is present in this project?
• Critical
• High
• Medium
• Low

(6) What is your experience with static analysis tools (SAST)
such as CodeQL, Flawfinder, CodeChecker, cppcheck, clang-
tidy, Clang Static Analyzer, and ‘gcc -Wall -Werror‘?
• I use them regularly on this project
• I use them regularly on other projects but not this

project
• I have read about them but not used them
• I tried them out but stopped using them
• I have never used them

(7) Do any corporations or other entities support this software?
(check all that apply)
• Yes, financially (e.g. donations)
• Yes, technically (e.g. engineers)
• Yes, through infrastructure (e.g., servers)
• No

(8) Do you know that SAST tools can be integrated into GitHub
Workflows and can be configured to run on various events
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(e.g. when a commit is pushed, when a pull request is
opened, etc)?
• Yes
• No

(9) What SAST tools are you using in GitHub Workflows for
this project? (select all that apply)
• CodeQL
• FlawFinder
• CodeChecker
• cppcheck
• clang-tidy
• Clang Static Analyzer
• gcc with -Wall / -Wextra / -Werror
• Other
• No SAST tools

(10) Are you running any SAST tool outside the GitHub work-
flow, e.g. in Makefile, CMakeLists.txt, git-hooks, etc.?
• Yes
• No

(11) What SAST tools are you using outside of GitHub Work-
flows? (select all that apply)
• CodeQL
• FlawFinder
• CodeChecker
• cppcheck
• clang-tidy
• Clang Static Analyzer
• gcc with -Wall / -Wextra / -Werror
• Other
• No SAST tools

(12) Why didn’t you incorporate these SAST tools into a GitHub
Workflow?
• We use them in another CI (e.g. Travis CI).
• There is no GitHub Action for the SAST tool we use.
• I don’t have time / Too much work
• Other

(13) Why don’t you use SAST tools for this project? (select all
that apply)
• I didn’t bother, it’s not a mission-critical project
• Difficulty in configuration
• Too many false positives
• Other

(14) This project is embedded software. Does that affect your
use of SAST?
• No
• Yes, please explain.

(15) Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your
experiences with SAST related to this project or other em-
bedded projects?

C SELECTION OF SAST TOOLS
Our goal is to find SAST tools that can be readily used on the col-
lected GitHub repositories. Given that GitHub Actions are expected
to be stable, easy to use, and can be seamlessly integrated into repos-
itories, we used GitHub Marketplace and found GitHub Actions

designed for SAST purposes. 4 Wemanually filtered out pre-release
Actions due to their instability and/or lack of documentation. There
were 6 commercial SAST tools, which we omitted as they require
purchases of licenses or subscriptions and place restrictions on
scientific publications.

This resulted in a total of 12 GitHub Actions using various SAST
tools as shown in Table 6. Nine of these Actions are plug-and-play,
meaning they do not need any repository-specific configuration.

Subsequently, for each plug-and-play SAST tool, we picked the
most popular Action implementing it. For instance, for flawfinder,
we picked david-a-wheeler/flawfinder — this repository has the most
stars among the Actions offering this tool. This resulted in the SAST
tools selected in Table 2.

D EXAMPLE PULL REQUEST CONTRIBUTING
A CODEQL WORKFLOW

This appendix describes a pull request. Each heading corresponds
to a markdown heading in the GitHub style.

D.1 Pull Request Summary
This pull request introduces a CodeQL workflow to enhance the
security analysis of this repository.

D.2 What is CodeQL
CodeQL is a static analysis tool that helps identify and mitigate se-
curity vulnerabilities. It is primarily intra-function but does provide
some support for inter-function analysis. By integrating CodeQL
into a GitHub Actions workflow, it can proactively identify and
address potential issues before they become security threats.

For more information on CodeQL and how to interpret its results,
refer to the GitHub documentation and the CodeQL documentation
(https://codeql.github.com/ and https://codeql.github.com/docs/).

D.3 What this PR does
Weadded a newCodeQLworkflowfile (.github/workflows/codeql.yml)
that

• Runs on every pull request (functionality to run on every push
to main branches is included as a comment for convenience).

• Runs daily.
• Excludes queries with a high false positive rate or low-severity

findings.
• Does not display results for git submodules, focusing only on

our own codebase.

D.4 Validation
To validate the functionality of this workflow, we have run several
test scans on the codebase and reviewed the results. The workflow
successfully compiles the project, identifies issues, and provides ac-
tionable insights while reducing noise by excluding certain queries
and third-party code.

4The query is category=security&type=actions&query=“C C++” and category=code-
quality&type=actions&query=“C C++”.
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Table 6: List of “usable” SAST GitHub Actions. These are GitHub Actions that perform SAST on C/C++ repositories, not including
pre-release or commercial tools.

Name of GitHub Action Plug-and-play? Underlying tool(s) Juliet Test Suite results

From Well-established Organizations
github/codeql-action [53] Yes CodeQL 7,904 true positives
cpp-linter/cpp-linter-action [39] Yes clang-format, clang-tidy Not finished in 6 hours

trunk-io/trunk-action [111] No
(Bazel/CMake projects required)

clang-format, clang-tidy,
include-what-you-use,
pragma-once

N/A

Frama-C/github-action-eva-sarif [49] No
(Frama-C Makefile required) Frama-C N/A

From Independent Developers
IvanKuchin/SAST [64]
deep5050/flawfinder-action [98]
david-a-wheeler/flawfinder [113]

Yes flawfinder Error

Syndelis/cpp-linter-cached-action [71] Yes clang-format, clang-tidy N/A
deep5050/cppcheck-action [99]
Konstantin343/cppcheck-annotation-action [70] Yes cppcheck Not finished in 6 hours

JacobDomagala/StaticAnalysis [45] Yes cppcheck, clang-tidy Error

whisperity/codechecker-analysis-action [114] No
(Compilation DB required) clang N/A

D.5 Using the workflow results
If this pull request is merged, the CodeQL workflow will be auto-
matically run on every push to the main branch and on every pull
request to the main branch. To view the results of these code scans,
follow these steps:

Under the repository name, click on the Security tab. In the left
sidebar, click Code scanning alerts.

REDACTED FOR ANONYMITY

D.6 Review of engineering hazards
License: see the license at https://github.com/github/codeql-cli-
binaries/blob/main/LICENSE.md:

Here’s what you may also do with the Software, but only with
an Open Source Codebase and subject to the License Restrictions
provisions below:

• Perform analysis on the Open Source Codebase.
• If the Open Source Codebase is hosted and maintained

on GitHub.com, generate CodeQL databases for or during
automated analysis, CI, or CD.

False positives: We find that around 20% of errors are false posi-
tives, but that these FPs are polarized and only a few rules contribute
to most FPs. We find that the top rules contributing to FPs are:
cpp/uninitialized-local, cpp/missing-check-scanf, cpp/suspicious-
pointer-scaling, cpp/unbounded-write, cpp/constant-comparison,
and cpp/inconsistent-null-check. Adding a filter to filter out certain
rules that contribute to a high FP rate can be done simply in the
workflow file.

E OMITTED AND MODIFIED CODEQL
QUERIES

E.1 Omitted Queries
The Table 7 lists all the CodeQL queries ignored, along with the
corresponding reason.

Table 7: Reasons for ignoring some error- or warning-level
CodeQL queries. “Code readability” means the query detects
code readability issues but not defects.

Query Reason for ignoring

cpp/path-injection Low-risk
cpp/world-writable-file-creation Inapplicable
cpp/poorly-documented-function Code readability
cpp/potentially-dangerous-function5 Low-risk
cpp/use-of-goto Code readability
cpp/integer-multiplication-cast-to-long Low-risk
cpp/comparison-with-wider-type Low-risk
cpp/leap-year/* Low-risk
cpp/ambiguously-signed-bit-field Low-risk

E.2 Modified Queries
Wemodified 3 queries to improve their precision and ignore certain
restrictions.

First, wemodified the cpp/stack-address-escape query to not detect
cases of assigning a function parameter of a pointer type to a non-
local variable. This usage is commonplace in practice and is unlikely
to constitute a defect of significant concern.

5cpp/potentially-dangerous-function checks for calls to gmtime, localtime, ctime and
asctime. These functions are not thread-safe.
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Second, we modified cpp/constant-comparison to only report com-
parison that is always false because we found that always-true
comparison is usually not a defect. For instance, developers can be
overly cautious and perform the same check multiple times, where
the second check will always be true, e.g., if (p != NULL) ... if (p

!= NULL).
Third, we modified cpp/uninitialized-local to eliminate false pos-

itives caused by casting a variable explicitly to void. Developers
use this cast to suppress compiler warnings on unused variables,
e.g., (void) x;.

F Continuous Integration (CI) PIPELINE
A CI pipeline is event-driven: upon a triggering event, the CI frame-
work executes a sequence of steps. For example, Listing 3 shows an
example of a GitHub Workflow triggered on a push ( 1 ) to the un-
derlying repository. TheWorkflow has five steps ( 2 - 6 ). The first
two steps, i.e., Build Project ( 2 ) and Test Project ( 3 ), will build
and run the tests on the project with newly pushed changes. The
last three steps ( 4 - 6 ) are related to running CodeQL (a SAST
tool) on the repository.

name: MyWorkflow

on:
# Workflow triggers on push

push 1

steps: ← Steps
# The following steps are executed sequentially

### Build and functional test

- name: Build Project 2
uses: actions/cmake-action

- name: Test Project 3
run: ./test.sh

### Execute CodeQL SAST

# Initialize

- name: Initialize CodeQL 4
uses: github/codeql-action/init@v2

# Build the Code

- name: Autobuild 5
uses: github/codeql-action/autobuild@v2

# Run the analysis

- name: Perform CodeQL Analysis 6
uses: github/codeql-action/analyze@v2

Listing 3: Snippet of a GitHub Workflow (i.e., a YML file) that
builds, tests, and runs CodeQL on the underlying repository.
The various Actions are taken from the GitHub CI market-
place of prebuilt actions [56].

G FURTHER SAST ANALYSIS RESULTS WITH
CODEQL

G.1 Common Types of Security Defects
We discuss three major types of defects and corresponding rules:
• cpp/inconsistent-null-check: This rule identifies cases in which a

function return value is not checked for NULL, while most other

calls to the same function check the return for NULL. Developers
should always check the return value of such function if it may
return NULL to prevent subsequent null pointer dereference. This
rule detected 135 such instances. Listing 4 shows an instance of
this issue from the ARMmbed/mbed-os repository.

• cpp/uncontrolled-allocation-size: This indicates cases where the
allocation size argument of a memory allocation call (e.g., malloc)
is a multiplication of operands derived from potentially untrusted
input (e.g., user input). When the operands hold a really large
value, an integer overflow [44] might occur and yield a signifi-
cantly smaller value than intended. Hence, the size of the allo-
cated memory may be considerably less than expected. Subse-
quent attempts to access the allocated buffer would lead to buffer
overflows. This rule detected 49 instances. Listing 5 shows an
instance of this defect in the embox/embox repository.

• cpp/unbounded-write: This rule detects the class out-of-bound write
vulnerabilities [101]. Specifically, this includes analysis of po-
tentially dangerous function calls (e.g., strcpy, sscanf) to check
whether these are used properly with valid arguments. This rule
detected 47 vulnerabilities of potential buffer overflow. Listing 6
shows an instance of this vulnerability in the
aws/aws-iot-device-sdk-embedded-C repository.

// mbed-os/connectivity/FEATURE_BLE/libraries/cordio_stack/ ⌋
ble-host/sources/stack/att/att_eatt.c↩→

static uint8_t eattL2cCocAcceptCback(dmConnId_t connId, uint8_t

numChans)↩→
{
eattConnCb_t *pCcb = eattGetConnCb(connId);

if ((pCcb->state == EATT_CONN_STATE_INITIATING) ...

Listing 4: The return value of eattGetConnCb () is not checked
for null, possibly leading to null pointer dereference ().

// embox/src/cmds/testing/block_dev/block_dev_test.c
static int block_dev_test(struct block_dev *bdev, uint64_t s_block,

uint64_t n_blocks, uint64_t m_blocks) {↩→
size_t blk_sz;
int8_t *read_buf, *write_buf;

blk_sz = bdev->block_size;
if (blk_sz == 0) {

return -1;
}
...
read_buf = malloc(blk_sz * m_blocks);
write_buf = malloc(blk_sz * m_blocks);
...

}

Listing 5: The variable m_blocks is tainted (), i.e., derived from
user inputs, whose value may be huge. The multiplication
that calculates the malloc size may overflow (), leading to
the allocation size being considerably smaller than expected.

G.2 Defect Density Per Category
Figure 10 shows the defect density per number of repositories and
KLOC across EMBOSS types.
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Figure 10: Defect density per number of repositories and KLOC across EMBOSS types

// metrics_collector.c
MetricsCollectorStatus_t GetNetworkInferfaceInfo(

char ( *pOutNetworkInterfaceNames )[16],
uint32_t * pOutNetworkInterfaceAddresses,
size_t bufferLength,
size_t * pOutNumNetworkInterfaces )

{
char lineBuffer[ MAX_LINE_LENGTH ];
...
while((*pOutNumNetworkInterfaces < bufferLength)
&& (fgets(&(lineBuffer[0]),

MAX_LINE_LENGTH, fileHandle) != NULL))
{

filledVariables = sscanf(
lineBuffer,
"%u.%u.%u.%u %*s %*s %*s %*s %s",
&ipPart1,
&ipPart2,
&ipPart3,
&ipPart4,
pOutNetworkInterfaceNames[
*pOutNumNetworkInterfaces]);

...
}

}

Listing 6: The content of lineBuffer is read from a file
via fgets. A part of it is then copied to the char array
pOutNetworkInterfaceNames[*pOutNumNetworkInterfaces], whose size is
16 bytes (), via sscanf with the format specifier “%s”. Since
lineBuffer is tainted (), the content copied to the char array
may be strictly longer than 15 bytes (one byte is needed for
the null terminator). Thus, the sscanf call may lead to buffer
overwrite ().

G.3 Rules contributing to False Positives
The following are the top four queries contributing to false posi-
tives:

• cpp/uninitialized-local. Dataflow analysis of CodeQL is not path-
sensitive. Some variables may not be initialized in all paths. How-
ever, when a variable is used, certain path conditions hold, under
which it can be proved that the variable must have been initial-
ized. Listing 7 shows an example.

• cpp/missing-check-scanf. Developers can use switch case state-
ments (instead of if statements) to check the return value of
scanf calls. These are valid checks but not detected by CodeQL.

• cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling and cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling-
void. These rules detect risky pointer arithmetic operations. How-
ever, pointer casts, and type-punning are pretty common and
unavoidable in low-level embedded system code.

• cpp/unbounded-write. strcpy is safe if the destination must be
large enough. For example, developers can first use strlen to
calculate the length of the source string, allocate enoughmemory
for the destination string, and then call strcpy.

Table 8 provides detailed results across different CodeQL rules.

H SYSTEM PROMPT FOR GPT-4
We provided the following system prompt:

”You are a software engineer working on cross-compiling an em-
bedded system project on a Ubuntu 22.04 PC. Given the following
information from README or GitHub workflow files, generate a valid
bash shell script that builds the project. Only generate the script, do
not include other information. The script should NOT include git clone
commands because the project and all of its submodules are already
cloned. The current working directory of the script is the root of the
project. The script should include sudo apt-get install commands for
any dependencies required for Ubuntu 22.04. The script should NOT
install the compiled project (no make install). The script should NOT
run tests.”
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Table 8: The numbers of true positives, false positives, total reports, and repositories where defects are reported by CodeQL for
each CodeQL query on a sample of 123 repositories in our dataset.

Query #TP #FP #Results #Repo

cpp/alloca-in-loop 3 0 3 2
cpp/assignment-does-not-return-this 2 0 2 1
cpp/assign-where-compare-meant 0 2 2 2
cpp/bad-addition-overflow-check 1 0 1 1
cpp/badly-bounded-write 1 0 1 1
cpp/bad-strncpy-size 5 4 9 5
cpp/cleartext-transmission 1 0 1 1
cpp/comma-before-misleading-indentation 0 1 1 1
cpp/comparison-of-identical-expressions 1 0 1 1
cpp/comparison-precedence 6 0 6 1
cpp/constant-comparison 197 8 205 41
cpp/double-free 0 1 1 1
cpp/duplicate-include-guard 27 0 27 6
cpp/futile-params 4 0 4 3
cpp/implicit-bitfield-downcast 1 0 1 1
cpp/implicit-function-declaration 18 1 19 5
cpp/incomplete-parity-check 3 0 3 2
cpp/inconsistent-loop-direction 1 0 1 1
cpp/inconsistent-null-check 181 2 183 35
cpp/incorrect-allocation-error-handling 15 0 15 1
cpp/incorrect-not-operator-usage 6 1 7 4
cpp/integer-used-for-enum 1 0 1 1
cpp/logical-operator-applied-to-flag 1 6 7 3
cpp/lossy-function-result-cast 28 0 28 3
cpp/memset-may-be-deleted 2 0 2 2
cpp/missing-case-in-switch 1 0 1 1
cpp/missing-check-scanf 58 41 99 18
cpp/missing-return 2 0 2 2
cpp/mistyped-function-arguments 0 23 23 4
cpp/nested-loops-with-same-variable 8 0 8 5
cpp/new-array-delete-mismatch 1 0 1 1
cpp/non-constant-format 2 0 2 1
cpp/non-https-url 6 0 6 1
cpp/non-member-const-no-effect 3 0 3 1
cpp/offset-use-before-range-check 19 4 23 15
cpp/overflow-destination 3 3 6 4
cpp/overflowing-snprintf 15 0 15 3
cpp/overrunning-write 9 7 16 8
cpp/overrunning-write-with-float 4 0 4 2
cpp/pointer-overflow-check 1 0 1 1
cpp/redefined-default-parameter 3 0 3 1
cpp/redundant-null-check-simple 2 0 2 2
cpp/resource-not-released-in-destructor 3 0 3 1
cpp/rule-of-two 5 0 5 1
cpp/signed-overflow-check 3 0 3 3
cpp/stack-address-escape 97 67 164 29
cpp/static-buffer-overflow 1 0 1 1
cpp/string-copy-return-value-as-boolean 4 0 4 1
cpp/suspicious-add-sizeof 0 1 1 1
cpp/suspicious-allocation-size 0 3 3 2
cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling 0 19 19 9
cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling-void 1 34 35 5
cpp/suspicious-sizeof 5 2 7 6
cpp/toctou-race-condition 13 0 13 8
cpp/too-few-arguments 1 0 1 1
cpp/unbounded-write 27 29 56 24
cpp/uncontrolled-allocation-size 39 11 50 13
cpp/uncontrolled-arithmetic 3 7 10 3
cpp/uncontrolled-process-operation 6 0 6 4
cpp/uninitialized-local 30 251 281 41
cpp/unsafe-strcat 7 5 12 6
cpp/unsigned-comparison-zero 18 0 18 8
cpp/unsigned-difference-expression-compared-zero 11 0 11 5
cpp/unterminated-variadic-call 1 0 1 1
cpp/use-after-free 6 1 7 5
cpp/use-in-own-initializer 1 0 1 1
cpp/useless-expression 59 2 61 13
cpp/user-controlled-bypass 2 2 4 2
cpp/virtual-call-in-constructor 6 0 6 1
cpp/weak-cryptographic-algorithm 10 0 10 2
cpp/wrong-number-format-arguments 3 0 3 2
cpp/wrong-type-format-argument 35 0 35 5

Total 1039 538 1577
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1 // zephyr/drivers/timer/nrf_rtc_timer.c
2 static struct z_nrf_rtc_timer_chan_data cc_data[CHAN_COUNT];
3 static void process_channel(int32_t chan)
4 {
5 void *user_context;
6 uint64_t curr_time;
7 uint64_t expire_time;
8 z_nrf_rtc_timer_compare_handler_t handler = NULL;
9

10 curr_time = z_nrf_rtc_timer_read();
11 ...
12 expire_time = cc_data[chan].target_time;
13 if (curr_time >= expire_time) {
14 handler = cc_data[chan].callback;
15 user_context = cc_data[chan].user_context;
16 ...
17 }
18 ...
19 if (handler) {
20 handler(chan, expire_time, user_context);
21 }
22 }

Listing 7: CodeQL reports the variable user_context is used
uninitialized () because it is not initialized in all paths.
However, when it is used, handle must be non-null, which
means that the assignment in line 14 must have been ex-
ecuted (since this is the only place where handle can get a
non-null value). It follows that line 15 must also have been
executed. Consequently, the variable user_context must have
been initialized in line 20.

I EFFECTIVENESS OF STRINGENT COMPILER
FLAGS INSTEAD OF CODEQL

EMBOSS developers often use strict compiler flags/warnings in-
stead of SAST tools. We evaluated the effectiveness of these flags in
finding the defects detected by CodeQL. We used security bug test
case files from the CodeQL repository for this experiment. These
are simple test cases (< 10 lines), each containing an obvious secu-
rity issue, e.g., passing an invalid pointer types to a function call.
We selected test cases to cover all 82 of the identified defect types
and compiled them using the latest version of gcc, i.e., 11.4.0, with
strict warnings ( -Wall, -Wextra -Werror). This configuration of gcc
found issues in only 17 (21%) defect types as shown in Table 9. gcc
was able to find certain simple security issues, such as direct use
of strcpy. However, it did not findmore complex ones related to code
quality, such as inconsistent null check. Our results indicate that the
current EMBOSS practice of reliance on gcc warnings is inadequate.

Table 9: GCC -Wall Detection of CodeQL Queries

Issue Detected

cpp/alloca-in-loop No
Continued on next page

Continued from previous page

Issue Detected

cpp/ambiguously-signed-bit-field No
cpp/assign-where-compare-meant No
cpp/badly-bounded-write No
cpp/bad-strncpy-size No
cpp/certificate-result-conflation No
cpp/cgi-xss No
cpp/cleartext-transmission No
cpp/comma-before-misleading-indentation No
cpp/command-line-injection No
cpp/compare-where-assign-meant No
cpp/comparison-with-wider-type Yes
cpp/dangerous-cin No
cpp/dead-code-goto No
cpp/double-free No
cpp/external-entity-expansion No
cpp/HRESULT-boolean-conversion No
cpp/inconsistent-loop-direction Yes
cpp/inconsistent-null-check No
cpp/incorrect-allocation-error-handling No
cpp/incorrect-not-operator-usage Yes
cpp/incorrect-string-type-conversion No
cpp/insufficient-key-size No
cpp/integer-multiplication-cast-to-long No
cpp/logical-operator-applied-to-flag No
cpp/memset-may-be-deleted No
cpp/missing-check-scanf No
cpp/new-free-mismatch No
cpp/non-https-url No
cpp/no-space-for-terminator No
cpp/offset-use-before-range-check No
cpp/overflowing-snprintf No
cpp/path-injection No
cpp/pointer-overflow-check No
cpp/potentially-dangerous-function No
cpp/potential-system-data-exposure No
cpp/redundant-null-check-simple No
cpp/resource-not-released-in-destructor Yes
cpp/return-stack-allocated-memory Yes
cpp/sql-injection No
cpp/static-buffer-overflow No
cpp/suspicious-add-sizeof No

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Issue Detected

cpp/suspicious-allocation-size No
cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling No
cpp/suspicious-sizeof No
cpp/tainted-format-string Yes
cpp/tainted-permissions-check No
cpp/toctou-race-condition No
cpp/uncontrolled-allocation-size No
cpp/uncontrolled-arithmetic No
cpp/uncontrolled-process-operation No
cpp/uninitialized-local Yes
cpp/unsafe-create-process-call No
cpp/unsafe-dacl-security-descriptor No
cpp/unsafe-strcat No
cpp/unsafe-strncat No
cpp/unsafe-use-of-this Yes
cpp/unsigned-difference-expression-compared-zero No
cpp/unterminated-variadic-call No
cpp/upcast-array-pointer-arithmetic No
cpp/use-after-free No
cpp/useless-expression Yes
cpp/user-controlled-bypass No
cpp/using-expired-stack-address No
cpp/weak-cryptographic-algorithm No
cpp/wrong-type-format-argument Yes
cpp/allocation-too-small No
cpp/bad-addition-overflow-check No
cpp/certificate-not-checked No
cpp/cleartext-storage-buffer No
cpp/cleartext-storage-file No
cpp/dangerous-function-overflow Yes
cpp/open-call-with-mode-argument No
cpp/overrunning-write Yes
cpp/overrunning-write-with-float No
cpp/signed-overflow-check No
cpp/suspicious-pointer-scaling-void Yes
cpp/system-data-exposure No
cpp/tainted-format-string-through-global Yes
cpp/too-few-arguments Yes
cpp/unbounded-write Yes
cpp/very-likely-overrunning-write Yes
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